
 

GANJAM DEGREE COLLEGE, GANJAM 

 NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME CO-UNIT  

              WINTER SPECIAL CAMP REPORT DATE: 24.12.2022 TO 30.12.2022 

 

NSS CAMP DAY-1. 24.12.2022 

The inaugural ceremony began at 10:30 AM in the presence of the  Sarpanch of Huma Panchayat Smt. 

Janaki Das, Samiti Sabhya, Sri.Dhrubacharan Pollai, Principal  in charge   Professor Simanchal Bhola, 

Programme Officer Dr. Susanta Kumar Sethi and other guests from the  adopted village Borigaon. 

       Inaugural ceremony photographs  

With the  adopt ceremony, NSS volunteers quickly began their preparation for the Awareness Program on 

new variant of Covid-19 BF-7 and marched in a rally throughout the village  distributing masks and 

sanitizers to the villagers. After completion of the  rally volunteers returned to the  camp and after 

finishing  lunch quickly held a meeting for preparation of next activities with Program Officer. Tasks 

were listed and divided among the volunteers.  

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 NSS CAMP DAY-2. 25.12.2022 

 

 

The second day of the camp began with Yoga class at 6 o’clock in the morning. All the volunteers  

actively participated in Yoga. 

 

On this day we hold the Swachha Bharat Program was held with volunteers. The NSS volunteers cleaned 

the entire village, collected the waste materials like water packet,  polythenes ,paper, thermocol, rubber, 



metals and other harmful materials dumped and burned it from end to end in the village. After completion 

of program the participants came back to the camp and had lunch and took rest. 

 

 



 

 

 



NSS CAMP DAY-3. 26.12.2022 

The day began with Yoga and meditation. After breakfast the PO prepared the volunteers for another 

Swachha Bharat program to clean the periphery of Jhadaswar Temple. It is situated near the adopted 

village. This temple is famous for its location and natural scenery. Everyday a large number of devotees 

and tourists visit  the temple from different parts of Odisha. Our NSS volunteers collected the plastic 

bottles, polythenes, stationeries ,paper, thermocol, rubber, metals, cloths etc. nearby the temple area and 

burned it and also  a street play was performed by the volunteers to clean the temple area. The street play 

was “SWACHHA HI SEVA” – clean is service. After completion of cleaning we came back to the camp 

and had lunch and took rest for sometimes. This day a number of faculty members and non-teaching staff 

members attended the camp and encouraged the volunteers . 

 

 



 



 

 

NSS CAMP DAY-4. 27.12.2022 

The day began with Yoga and meditation. The Programme Officer and volunteers  had prepared for 

socio-economic survey in the adopted village. After breakfast the team was divided into four groups. 

Each group was assigned the work of socio-economic survey of a particular street. The volunteers 

interacted with villagers, old men and women about their problems and listed out it.  

The village old men and women, poor, rich person whole heartedly cooperated with our volunteers and 

shared their problems. We had planned to present it before the government stakeholders and Sarpanch of 

this Panchayat and Chairman of Ganjam block. It took more time to cover the whole village. After 

finishing  the survey work , the team came back to the camp, had lunch and took rest. In the same day at 

evening cultural competition was held among the volunteers like dancing, singing and acting guided by 

Program Officer Dr. Susanta Kumar Sethi in  a disciplined way. After completion of cultural activities 

had dinner and went to bed.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

NSS CAMP DAY-5. 28.12.2022 

On another vibrant day the team made itself ready for a series of events after having session of sound 

yoga and meditation to relax their minds. After having breakfast the teams started a rally march 

throughout the village to create awareness on female infanticide with own created different slogans like 

 

 

 



 

 “SISUKANYA ATE AMARI RATNA  

  BADA HELE NIA AMARI JATNA” 

 

“JHIA NUHAI GHARA RA BHARA 

 SE HI SRUSTI RA ADHARA” 

 

“ KANYA ANE GHARE SUKHA SAMRUDDHA 

  KANYA BHRUNA HATYA KU KARA VIRODHA” 

 

“JHIA ATAI GHARA RA SIRI  

 BHRUNA BELE TAKU NA DIA MARI” 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

After end of the rally the active volunteers engaged themselves to cleaning of the  Jhadaswar temple road  

enthusiastically. These day really significant for our special camp because we had performed  multi 

activities with full of gear. Then the team came back to the camp, had lunch and took rest for while. 

 NSS CAMP DAY-6. 29.12.2022 

On the 6th day of the seven day special camp of NSS cell at Borigaon village of Huma Grampanchayat 

Ganjam. The day began with Yoga session under its daily routine tradition. It was then followed by a 

programme to create awareness on health and hygiene. Soon after having breakfast the volunteers were 

divided into different groups, each group visited door to door of every house of the adopted village. Soon 

in the morning came the health check -up team from nearest Primary Health Centre went and they had an 

interactive session with all the student volunteers regarding health issues. They gave a free medical check 

up to all the villagers of all groups of age and helped them to overcome their disease. The doctors also 

prescribed the health test and medicines for respective problems. They were coordinated by a team of 

NSS volunteers. The medical team also spent some time with the students and appreciated how they spent 

their seven days in accomplishing the goal of social adaptivity and harmony along with awareness. They 

had an interaction over the daily routine of camp volunteers. After that the volunteers came back to the 

camp, had lunch and took rest. 

Photograph 

NSS CAMP DAY-7. 30.12.2022   (CLOSING CEREMONY) 

On the seven day of NSS Winter Special Camp, the day began with Yoga and Meditation as usual daily 

routine. The closing ceremony began with welcome song by the NSS Volunteer Laxmi Bisoyee, Chief 

guest was chairman of Ganjam block Smt. Sarmista Pradhan and other guest were Ex- Chairman of 

Ganjam block Sri. Surat Pradhan , Sarpanch Smt. Janaki Das , Samiti Sabhya  Dhrubacharan Pallai, 

Principal of Ganjam Degree college Dr. Prabin Kumar Nanda , headmistress of Borigaon U.P. School 

Smt. Renubala Pattnaik and president of Borigaon U.P. School.  Smt. Sarmista Pradhan,  Prof. 

Dr.P.K.Nanda, Smt. Janaki Das admired the activities of the NSS volunteers. Various member of the 

Panchayat also gathered in the ceremony to make it memorable. The teaching staff members were also 

invited for the same. After the speech session was over  the closing ceremony concluded with the 

memento presentation  to the chief guest. But it was not the  least on the day of closing as the volunteers 

had prepared a street play to perform. They performed the street play “DADANA” on migrant labour and 



consequences; they highlighted problems of migrant labour through the street play. All the guest and 

villagers enjoyed it much and admired the volunteers. The street play was scripted and directed by 

Program Officer Dr. Susanta Kumar Sethi. At the beginning of the play a melody dance was performed 

by our girl volunteers Ushasi Sethy, Itishree Sahu, Jyotirmayee Raula.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE DISTRIBUTION 

Also the certificate was distributed to the volunteers for their dedicated work in the winter special camp 

during the whole seven days by the Chief Guest. With this all volunteers had their lunch and quickly 

packed up and one team took the responsibility of keeping all things as it was on the day of arrived. With 

this the time came when the team had to depart back to college and the camp came to an end. 

NSS Co-Unit of Ganjam Degree College this too conducted NSS special camp smoothly as it is always 

does. We always get a family here and its can be seen by the fact that these time too our alumni 

volunteers joined with us four day and actively participated in all activity.  

 



 

 

 

NSS WINTER SPECIAL CAMP, GANJAM COLLEGE, HEADLINES (NEWS) 

This year the seven day camp of NSS Co-Unit Ganjam College Ganjam was able to hit the headlines of 

the different News papers like Samaja, Sambad, Anupambharat, Sakala Odia news papers and The 

Pioneer in the english news paper. 



 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


